
“At that time, the new was 

not considered a domain of 

trendsetters and tramps; At 

that time the poets knew 

that the latest news can only 

come from a long memory.“

Raoul Schrott





#INTRO 







“Pioneering spirit is not about 

new ideas, pioneering spirit is 

about fighting old ways of 

thinking. Each time we are 

absolutely certain of 

something we have to change 

the angel of view“

Betrand Piccard



#LINK TO MY  

MISSION  







SEARCH





“A desk is a dangerous 

place from which to view 

the world“ John le Carre



UNDERSTAND





CREATE





CONNECT





MAP YOUR FUTURE







“We need to ask ´what´s 

next? and be proactive, not 

just react to what´s already 

happened. And we need to 

do this whether we´re 

considering the short- or 

longer-term future” Jyrki Mäki-Kala





“A Intuition is less about 

suddenly "knowing" the 

right answer and more 

about instinctively 

understanding what 

information is unimportant 

and can thus be discarded“

Gerd Gigerenzer Max Planck



#WEATHER 

FORECAST 



WHERE WE COME FROM  





WHERE WE MOVE 





“The biggest challenge is 

developing the future 

while dealing with the 

past. It´s like trying to 

repair a leaky house as 

the same time as 

installing new solar 

panels” Rob Brigge CHRO Aviva Insurance



THE SIMULTANEOUSNESS 

BETWEEN EVOLUTION 

AND REVOLUTION









THE DUTY OF SPACE 





“In keeping up with the digital 

times, the industry has failed 

to realize that the more 

connected we are virtually, the 

more we crave real human 

connection“

Jen Murphy



THE POWER OF 

EXPERIENCE





“An experience is greater 

than any single object, 

device, space, person or 

app“

BIG TOMORROW



THE UNLOCK POTENTIAL 

OF YOUR COWORKERS 









“Calling all CREATORS, 

breaking out of the 

traditional processes and 

silos and collaborate with 

new people with different 

perspectives. This is 

exciting, and leads to new 

discoveries“

Paul Gaudio adidas



HUMAN CORE

GARAGE SPIRIT

MAP YOUR FUTURE
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#THE END



“At that time, the new was 

not considered a domain of 

trendsetters and tramps; At 

that time the poets knew 

that the latest news can only 

come from a long memory.“

Raoul Schrott





It‘s a Collage of Trends

#HUMAN_CORE #TRANSVERSALITY#CAMPUS_COMMUNITY #GARAGE_SPIRIT

#SOCIAL_RECRUTING#DIGITAL_TURN #SHARING_ECONOMY



navigator

connector

specialist

teamworker

navigator coordinator

specialist

navigator coordinator

teamworker

day 1

day 2

day 3

organisation

spatial solution

team A

team B

It‘s a Collage of Workstyles



It‘s a Collage of Spaces

OPEN WORKSPACE FOCUS SPACE WORKSHOP SPACE CAFETERIA SUPPORT SPACELIBRARY

CLOSED WORKSPACE PROJECT SPACE MEETING SPACE TOWN HALL LOUNGEMARKETPLACE



It‘s a Collage of Products



“Objects are powerful: they 

are windows into the times 

when they were made and 

used; they are entryways 

into the ideas and values of 

their creators and owners; 

they are mirrors to our own 

humanity” Claire Champ Canadian Museum 



https://www.linkedin.com/in

/raphael-gielgen-93b3386b/

https://flipboard.com/@raph

aelroundthe/raphael%C2%

B4s-flipboard-tjg8lnlby



“When it will be done? You 

are learning to accept that 

the answer for software 

products is never”

Paul Ford 


